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Skills Building - Week 5

• Focus on Self-Care
– Sleep, Nourishment, Nurturance, Self-Compassion

• Ditch Diet Culture
– We are not robots. Your body knows what’s best. Work on attunement and your body will 

lead you to the right foods and amounts.

• Honor Your Hunger
– Eat when you are hungry, stop before you get too full. Aim for the sweet spot of a level 4 

hunger and level 7 fullness.

• Give Yourself Unconditional Permission
– Food restrictions are correlated with poor relationship with food, and weight gain. Ditch 

self-imposed or dieting rules, and give yourself permission to eat all foods.

• Deal with Emotions Without Using Food
– Ask yourself “What do I feel now? What do I need now”?
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The force that activates, directs, and 

maintains goal-oriented behaviors.

Motivation involves the biological, emotional, social, 

and cognitive forces. It needs a combination of 

desire and energy to really thrive. 

What is Motivation?

Definition from: https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-motivation-2795378

https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-motivation-2795378


Motivation is NOT fixed!
It is drained or replenished by events in our day.

If your motivation is drained on a regular basis, some of your 

daily or weekly actions need to focus on replenishing it. 
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• Stay connected to your WHY

• Have a plan

• Celebrate your steps (and outcomes)

• Know your style of motivation

• Have a variety of motivation sources

• Savor what’s good and going well

• Self-Compassion

What Replenishes Motivation?
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Review or rewrite your Wellness Vision before “the holidays” begin

Reflect on your reasons about why the vision feels important to you

Add reminders of your vision in key spaces and at important times

Stay Connected to Your WHY

https://www.popsugar.com/family/emotional-holiday-ad-with-grandpa-lifting-weights-video-48056723

https://www.popsugar.com/family/emotional-holiday-ad-with-grandpa-lifting-weights-video-48056723


• Write out your plan before “the holidays” begin

• Make your plan on a day you’re feeling good, energized, motivated

• Communicate your plan and your reasons for it; set expectations early

• Think through refusal strategies and wording

• Plan to PREVENT overwhelm and difficulty; Plan time to RECOVER from big events

Perfect execution is NOT the goal of the plan! 

The aim of planning is to think through decisions in advance so future you, who may feel tired 

or tempted, doesn’t have to work as hard to make choices aligned with health goals.

Have a Plan



Have a Plan
SCHEDULES SELF-CARE FOOD AND DRINK

What holiday events am I most 

looking forward to?

What are my favorite traditions I 

hope to continue this year?

What events / activities do I 

hope to limit this year?

How do I know when I’m feeling 

stress, overwhelmed, or tired?

What helps me relax and 

recover from stress?

What strengths / resources will I 

call upon this year to take care 

of myself?

Name specific food and drinks 

in each category, and think 

through limits, portions, 

frequency, etc.

Increase: 

Indulge: 

Moderate: 

Avoid: 

Also consider plans you may need for sleep, physical activity, or handling temptations.

Article: Why Willpower is Overrated Article: To Change Yourself, Change your World

https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/1/15/16863374/willpower-overrated-self-control-psychology?fbclid=IwAR1XAtJB056AmsADwF4YW6dLyrisrQSUwET7tAopwGFlLBOBI7WSfI_WTr4
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/to_change_yourself_change_your_world


Small steps

Accessible

Familiar

Enjoyable

Plan SAFE Options to Meet Goals
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Habit Loop: Cue, Routine, REWARD (video The Power of Habit, 3:40)

Hacking Your Brain’s “Reward System” to Change Habits (video 7:36)

To maintain motivation for habits, REWARDS need to hit during the behavior or 

immediately after the behavior is done.

Positive emotions, especially feeling SUCCESSFUL, can feel like a reward every 

time a step is taken. 

Plan rewards you can look forward to after “the holidays” to celebrate your 
consistency and commitment to your goals.

Celebrating Your Steps (and Outcomes)

https://charlesduhigg.com/the-power-of-habit/
https://drjud.com/hacking-your-brains-reward-system-to-change-habits/


Celebrate Every Step!

• Say, “Yes!” or “Yay!”

• Do a fist pump

• Smile big

• Imagine a child clapping for you

• Hum an upbeat song (like Rocky theme)

• Do a little dance

• Clap your hands

• Nod your head

• Give yourself a thumbs-up

• Imagine the roar of a crowd

• Think to yourself, “Good job!”

• Take a deep breath

• Snap your fingers

• Imagine seeing fireworks

• Look up and make a V with your arms

• Smirk and tell yourself, I got this

Suggestions from “Better Control Emotions Will Help You Create Better Habits”. 

By BJ Fogg, 30 Dec. 2019, time.com/5756833/better-control-emotions-better-habits/

Notice Immediate Results!

• Increased energy

• Sleep improvements

• Mood improvements

• More or better social connections

• Enjoying what you’re doing

• Use of time feels productive

• Sense of accomplishment
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Motivation Style and Sources

Intrinsic – from inside you

Your Wellness Vision / WHY

Visualizing your best self

Positive emotions, fun

Drive to grow, change, improve

Desire for health, comfort, ability

Sense of accomplishment

Actions that match meaning, purpose, 
values

Extrinsic – outside of you

Other people, accountability partners

Money, discounts, tangible rewards

Competition, ranking above others

Role models, inspirational quotes, 
before and after examples

Praise, attention, recognition

Avoiding judgement, sense of 
belonging

Pleasantries: nice environment, 
energizing music, comfy clothes



Motivation Style and Sources

Effort to gain Reward

For example…
• Incentives points
• Prizes / purchases
• Status / winning
• Personal / health achievement
• Increase in energy / enjoyment
• Increase in confidence

Effort to avoid Pain

For example…
• Injury or illness or stress prevention
• Symptom or disease management
• Less judgement, criticism, rejection
• Less anxiety, fear, insecurity

Our reasons for taking action or making a choice influence our energy and motivation. 
Are those reasons helping or hindering your continued efforts?



Motivation Style and Sources

Taking action out of Love

• Caring for body / health
• Making time for self

Taking action out of Fear

• Fear of weight gain / no weight loss
• Fear of illness, injury

Love, care, compassion, and kindness 
are replenishing emotions that help 
reduce stress. Even for the same actions, 
doing them with love feels better.

Fear is a draining emotion. While it may 
motivate action in the short term, it’s not 
the most sustainable source of 
motivation.



Calming sensations of the breath

Quiet mind; engaged mind

Comfortable body

Beauty, fun, comfort in your environment

Pleasant, positive emotions

Contentment, ease, peace

Enjoyable, engaging, satisfying tasks

Savor things that are POSITIVE or OK
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Gratitude
Practice of recognizing good things in the world and our lives, and acknowledging 
that goodness comes from outside of ourselves. 

Benefits of Gratitude
• Promotes other positive feelings
• Reduces unpleasant moods
• Improves energy for self and life care
• Connects us to hope
• Reduces stress in the body and mind
• Strengthens relationships with others
• Promotes prosocial behaviors

Sources of gratitude: Other people, kind acts, enjoyable situations, generosity, 
beauty in environment

Gratitude Resources: What is Gratitude?, Why Gratitude is Good, Health Benefits of Gratitude, 4 Steps for Deeper Gratitude

https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/topic/gratitude/definition
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/why_gratitude_is_good
https://positivepsychology.com/benefits-of-gratitude/
https://psychcentral.com/blog/4-steps-to-a-deeper-gratitude/


“Instead of mercilessly judging and criticizing yourself for 
various inadequacies or shortcomings, self-compassion 

means you are kind and understanding when confronted 
with personal failings – after all, who ever said you were 

supposed to be perfect?” from: https://self-compassion.org/

https://self-compassion.org/


Self-Compassion

Do Don’t
• “This is difficult.”  “May I be kind to myself?”  “What do I 

need right now?”

• Use kind or accurate self-talk.

• Speak and act towards yourself with love.

• Notice your needs and meet them with proper care.

• Meet any challenges with curiosity and compassion 
(Challenge is hard. Acknowledge and comfort your own suffering).

• Stay focused on long-term goals while navigating 
adjustments for challenges and slips.

• Remember you’re not alone or abnormal!

• “I’m lazy!”  “I’m bad.”   “I never…”   “Why can’t I just…”

• Mistake harsh criticism for motivation.

• Believe “tough love” is the only love that works.

• Be kind to or “treat” yourself in ways that disrupt your 
efforts or your health.

• Beat yourself up for struggling with self-compassion. It 
takes practice.

• Give in to “all or nothing” thinking, or immediate 
gratification in an effort to comfort oneself.

• Give in to old habits because “everyone does it”.



Skills Building - Week 6

• Stay connected to your WHY

– Write it out and create reminders about what’s important.

• Have a plan

– Write out goals, limits, strategies, and intentions in advance. Plan to handle refusals and temptations.

• Celebrate your steps (and outcomes)

– Acknowledge every successful step and notice immediate benefits/results.

• Know your motivation style and sources

– Gain reward or avoid pain? Intrinsic or extrinsic? Acting out of love or fear?

• Savor what’s good and going well

– Mindful noticing and appreciation of what’s good. Intentional gratitude. This helps reduce stress.

• Self-Compassion

– Stress? Set backs? Make it safe to keep going by being kind to yourself if things get difficult. 



Thank You
Office of the Chief Wellness Officer and Buckeye Wellness

We appreciate your feedback! 

Please complete a brief survey following this presentation. 

This survey will be sent via email to all registrants. 

This and all future series recordings can be found at:

https://u.osu.edu/rejuvenate/recorded-webinars/

To receive YP4H points, 5 out of 6 surveys must be completed by 11.12.21

https://u.osu.edu/rejuvenate/recorded-webinars/


Questions? 

Amanda Fox, LPCC

OSU Health Plan Health Coach 

Email: Amanda.Fox@osumc.edu
Website: https://osuhealthplan.com/programs-and-services/health-coaching

mailto:Amanda.Fox@osumc.edu
https://osuhealthplan.com/programs-and-services/health-coaching

